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TRAX

Social Media Interaction

TRAX is a concept conceived by Ovis Telematics in
conjunction with several event organizers. The goal of
TRAX is to increase the amount of interaction with social
media and the environment by using a smart product that
increases the funfactor of events.

T

he assignment from Ovis Telematics were to make the first steps in realizing their goal.
This assignment was the graduation project that I graduated on for my bachelor of
Creative Technology.

TRAX is a system composed of a light enabled device for event visitors and an infrastructure that
allows the visitor to use it as payment, interact with social media and interact with
the environment. Examples here are autotagged and uploaded selfies with a camera
Prototype in action on a party
device on site and dating pillars. The devices for visitors can be in different form factors, from ties to
wristbands or buttons customized to the event itself.
The design consisted of the design for the infrastructure, interfaces, and hardware of the
visitor devices. For the prototype I made a simple version of the visitor device using a
twoway radio, microcontroller and four RGB LED's. I designed, programmed and
produced ten of these prototypes within one week.
The assignment started off with developing the concept from Ovis Telematics into
a set of scenario's and requirements through several brainstorms. After this the
project got divided into two separate parts. One was exploring the different
design options from technical to exterior design, and advising Ovis Telematics
on them. The second part was to create a working prototype that could be used
on a real party and use it to create a promotional
video of the product. This video can be seen on
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzTvlPkIqjI .

Prototype
Hardware

Rups, moederschip en parachute

Social media via infrastructure

Special versions of eventdevices can be implemented in vehicles
and other event related equipment. Using this an organizer can track
their assets and with added functionality receive status updates or
even control them remotely. Think of starting a generator remotely
and monitoring it's fuel use for scheduling the refilling of the tank.
At the end of the project event organizers where asked what they
would think of having such a system in place and they all reacted
positively and enthusiastic.

In this project I used Blender to visualize different design
options for the visitor devices. The wristband design
consists of a semitranslucent flexible ring that encapsulates
an RFID chip, microcontroller, RGB LED's and a battery.
The LED's can be controlled using dedicated infrastructure.
This infrastructure is also used to generate heatmaps for
event organizers to avoid dangerous situations. Using the
infrastructure organizers can also monitor their cashflow
and stocks in realtime.
Wristband design

Specific button design for Loveland (c)

Project

Digital Grapevine

P

roject grapevine is the result of another Creative Technology course
named Have Fun and Play. The goal of this course is to come up with a
creative art installation using creative thinking methods.

The 3D model of this art piece is created and animated in the 3D program
Blender. It consists of several textures, with transparency and different light
options to be able to present the art piece as a whole in a movie. This movie can
be seen on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKMTJwVfIY
The design consists of several curved led screens that form the roots of the
grapevine. They also form the stem and part of the branches that lead to the grapes
and leaves. The roots of the grapevine are fed with messages from social media which
are sorted by subject.

Leaf Model

The grapes are ordered within certain area of interest and each grape has a specific subject
which is engraved onto the grape. The colour of the grape will change with the frequency of
postings of its subject.
The design is to be made from led screens for the roots, stem and thicker parts of
branches. The thinner parts of the branches will b fed with light through optic
fibres. The leaves and grapes are made of sandblasted acrylic glass .
Within the course Have Fun and Play it was unfortunately not
feasible for financial reasons to realize the design, this is why
this project is still in concept phase.
Computermodel Digital Grapevine
Inspirational artpiece by Electroboutique

The Digital Grapevine Project is a conceptual artwork. It
is ment to display the state of social media in the shape
of a grapevine.
September 2011
A different 3D project. On the right a still is shown from a
visualisation for laying pipelines. The company Nanoweld
based in Enschede selected three students among which
yours truly to create a visualisation of the stress induced by
current pipe laying techniques and its consequences. They
used this visualisation to sell their product which is a novel
way of welding pipes. The visualisation consists of a moving
illustration of the laying of the pipes at sea from a special
vessel. After showing this the movie zooms in on the pipes
itself and shows a stressed and eventually breaking pipe. The
project was made using Blender and Unity.

A 3D model in practice. This 3D model was created in
Solidworks to provide a movable base for a webcam using
two servos. The parts of the system were laser cut and fitted
together without glue. The system was used in a project for
remote presence where a shoulder mounted pluche parrot
with a moving camera head, speaker and microphone
embodied a person that was unable to be physically present,
for instance due to health reasons. The user remotely operate
the head to be able to see everything around the remote
presence device.
September 2011

Still from movie.

March 2011

Model with lasercut parts

Mario Cube
Marbletrack and sensor

July 2012

T

he Triforce Machine is the result of the biggest project course of Creative
Technology called Hybrid Worlds. The assignment for my group of three
consisted of building a "mixed reality Rube Goldberg playground".
The Project consists of five games and two big events from the 1980s: Mario, SpaceInvaders, Pac
Man, Tetris, Rubik's Cube, The fall of the wall Berlin Wall and the movie Star Wars. The games are
played via physical interactions.
The start in the form of a Mario game for is played by jumping up to a question mark cube which will then reveal
it's surprise in the form of a Marble rolling to a Single
collection point.

Space Invaders Game

At every game a point can be earned in the form of a marble. When all
games are played and all marbles have landed at the collection point the
grand finale is started which bombastically reveals a lightsaber, a
symbol of gaining the Jedi status.

The
Triforce Machine

The concept is based on the idea to give people the possibility to
physically play the games that have made the game industry big. Next to
that we loved the ability to show that games are not only meant to be
played behind a screen with mouse and or keyboard.

The Triforce Machine is an interactive game installation. It
is a concatenation of dedicated replica's from retro games
from the 1980s that are played by physical interaction.
To the right the game floorplan can be seen. The distance
between every game is two meters. The entire installation
was build under a truss rig equipped with static and moving
theatre lights which were controlled by the machine. Using
sound system and mixing equipment the experience was
enriched using sound effects and game sounds. In the centre
of the triangle the grand finale, revealing of the lightsaber
took place.

SpaceInvaders is played via A BBGun to shoot one
of the two Space Invaders. The hit Space Invader
will release it's marble onto the track which will
lead the gamer to the next game. Choosing
determines the order of games and by choosing
correctly all the games can be played.

Rubik's Cube (tm)

game floorplan

Replica PacMan Arcade

The marble tracks are twoway tracks on which it is possible
do detect an incoming marble and/or send away a marble to
the other side. The tracks are made of PVC pipe combined
with lasercut wooden parts. The actuators in the form of
marble droppers and locks are actuated with servos and
controlled from microcontrollers that read in the marble
sensors as well.

Marble Dropper

June 2008

CanSat
CanSat is a project started by the TU Delft for highschool
students. Together with my team we made a robot
caterpillar which brought us into the finals with ten other
teams from a selection of over fifty teams. At this final our
robot caterpillar was fired to an altitude of 1000 meters.

A

project from the old days as a high school student to illustrate progress.

Our team had set itself out as a task for our cansized satellite was to explore an imagined distant
planet. Since our satellite had to be rather small by regulation a caterpillar seemed a good option
since it is one of the only vehicles that can easily overcome obstacles bigger than its own front facing
dimensions. This way a relative small vehicle can still handle rough terrain.

Actuator Driver
Module

The caterpillar robot was build in such a way that it can fold itself double. This way
double the length of the obliged can sized can be used for the entire length of the robot. The robot is
equipped with actuators(servos), servo controllers, main controller and camera with transmitter in the front.
The reception of this image is done using an ordinary satellite dish and customized receiver.
To land the caterpillar safe on extraterrestrial soil a mothership was designed to
carry it down from the rocket on a parachute. Since there was a maximum hang
time for safety reasons we implemented a two stage parachute that enlarged in
size just before landing to reduce impact. Furthermore using sensors
temperature and pressure were collected for altitude measurement. All
these data is sent back to "base".

Pressure &
Temperature
sensor

In this team I was responsible of creating the mechanical design which
was built of by other team members, but my main job was creating and
programming all the electronics to make everything work, which in the end we
succeeded to do.

Caterpillar, mothership and parachute

In the project based course called StarTrix the aim was to
create a business plan based on an innovative technology.
The business plan of my team based on a pipe inspecting
robot aptly named the pirate has lead my team to winning
the first price. This price was given by NIKOS, an institute
for knowledge intensive entrepreneurship at the University
of Twente. By having a good business plan, presentation and
proper insight in the technology and business as a whole our
team was chosen winner and earned the 1000 Euro price.
January 2011

Teamfoto (c) D Baten

Rocket at launchsite (C) TU Delft

CocosNode is a sensor module to be operative with many of its
friends in a wireless sensor network. CocosNode is a sensor module
aimed at monitoring plantations and greenhouses. It has air quality,
temperature, light and humidity sensors for monitoring, movable
solar cells for energy harvesting and a radio for communication.
The CocosNode also has a RGB LED as indicator to notify nearby
workers on imminent problems with the environment or the
CocosNode itself. The entire system can be monitored via a single
screen and can be connected to actuators controlling water and sun
supply for example.
This project was part of a course called Smart Environments
April 2012

CocosNode Front View

